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October 5,2010

Secretary of State Ken Bennett
Amy Bjelland, State Elections Director
1700 West Washington, 7th Floor
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Citizens Clean Elections Commssion
Todd Lang, Executive Director
1616 West Adams, Suite 110
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Re: Complaint against the Republican Governors Association, the RGA
Arizona 2010 PAC, the Arizona GOP and Jan Brewer for Campaign
Finance Contribution Violations, Campaign Finance Reporting
Violations and Improper Earmarking of Contributions

Dear Secretary Bennett and Director Lang:

I write to request a fonnal investigation of the national Republican Governors
Association ("RGA"), the RGA Arizona 2010 PAC ("RGA AZ"), the Arizona GOP ("AZ
GOP") and Jan Brewer ("Brewer"), candidate for Arizona Governor (who is running as a
participating clean candidate), for multiple violations of state campaign finance laws.

These parties have engaged in actions that grossly undennine Arizona's clean
elections requirements and skirt Arizona's campaign finance laws. RGA has not
registered as a political committee and, as a result, has avoided any oversight by Arizona
law. It appears to have contributed corporate money to a state political committee and
has eannarked contributions for Brewer's campaign. RGA AZ has used the money it
received from RGA to donate corporate money to the AZ GOP, another state registered
political committee. Finally, Brewer, a participating clean candidate, has coordinated
with RGA in its promotion of her campaign and has accordingly accepted an in-kind
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earmarked contribution from RGA. Such actions subvert the purity of Arizona's elective
franchise and the efficacy of its clean elections system.

I. RGA FAILED TO REGISTER AS A POLITICAL COMMITTEE

RGA falls within the definition of a political committee under A.R.S. § 16-
901(19) and has expressed an intent to make contributions iIl excess of $500. Thus, it
should have registered as a political committee in Arizona. See A.R.S. § 16-902.01.
Nevertheless, RGA has not registered as a political committee in Arizona and, in fact,
continues to actively solicit and collect donations intended to influence the Arizona
governor's race and to promote Brewer's campaign for governor, even using her
campaign logo. Specifically, RGA hosts www.standwithjan.com. a website designed to
collect donations for Jan Brewer's gubernatorial campaign. A copy of this site is
attached as Exhibit 1. While it is true that RGA AZ is a registered political committee,
the name listed in the "paid for by" disclaimer on the "standwithjan" website is RGA, not
RGA AZ. Thus, this site operates on behalf of and at the behest of RGA, a national 527
group that is not registered in Arizona. RGA's failure to register and its active attempt to
influence Arizona's elections violates A.R.S. § 16-902.02.

In addition, as a registered political committee, RGA would also be bound by the
campaign finance reporting requirements in A.R.S. § 16-915. As it stands, RGA has no
obligations to the citizens of Arizona to report its contributions or expenditures. Without
the oversight of Arizona's campaign finance reporting requirements, RGA has carte
blanche to influence state elections in violation of the letter and the spirit of state law.

RGA has neither registered as a political committee nor reported any of its
contributions or expenditures. By not registering as a political committee, RGA has
attempted to skirt Arizona's strict campaign finance and clean elections laws.

II. RGA HAS USED CORPORATE MONEY TO MAKE CONTRIBUTIONS

RGA has received large contributions from corporations, including $ 1 milion
from News Corp., Fox News' parent corporation. See Exhibits 2 & 3. While
corporations can themselves make independent expenditures within Arizona, they are
prohibited from giving anything of value to candidates, political parties and political
commttees. A.R.S. § 16-919. Thus, had RGA registered as it should have as a state
political committee, the use of the corporate contributions it received would have violated
Arizona's prohibition on corporate contributions to political committees.
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However, notwithstanding RGA's failure to register, it has stil violated A.R.S.
§ 16-919(a) by giving corporate money to a registered state political committee, RGA
AZ. See Exhibit 4 at 2. RGA contributed $ 1.2 million to RGA AZ, a contribution that
was likely comprised in whole or in part of corporate funds. In either case, this
contribution violates A.R.S. § 16-919(a).

Additionally, RGA AZ lists a $25,000 contribution to AZ GOP on February 17,
2010. See Exhibit 4 at 3. To the extent that this contribution included funds RGA AZ
received from RGA, RGA AZ's act of contributing corporate money to a state political
committee and AZ GOP's act of accepting corporate money constitute direct,
independent violations of A.R.S. § 16-919(A).

III. RGA HAS IMPERMISSIBLY EARMARKED CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
BREWER

RGA has impennissibly earmarked contributions for Brewer's campaign II
violation of A.R.S. § 16-907(B). On the "standforjan" website, RGA solicits
contributions from visitors for the specific purpose of "show(ingJ (theirJ support for
Governor Brewer." Attached as Exhibit 1 is a copy of the "standforjan" webpage.

A.R.S. § 16-907(B) expressly prohibits earmarked contributions. A contribution is
earmarked when it "design(atesJ, instruct(sJ, or encumber(sJ" any part of a contribution
or expenditure "to be made or expended on behalf of (J a clearly identified candidate or a
candidate's campaign committee." A.R.S. § 16-901(6).

The "standforjan" website clearly identifies Brewer, starting with the name of the
website and continuing throughout the content of the webpage. The webpage uses
Brewer's campaign logo and contains the text "(sJhow your support for Governor Brewer
by contributing just $5." This entire webpage earmarks all funds it collects for Brewer,
in clear violation of Arizona law. Such actions skirt the intent of the Clean Elections Act
and are an attempt to circumvent the prohibition of accepting money in excess of the
early and qualifying contribution limits. RGA's act of contributing and Brewer's act of
receiving these earmarked funds constitute direct, independent violations of the statute.

IV. BREWER HAS IMPERMISSIBLY COORDINATED WITH RGA AND
HAS ACCEPTED IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS AS A CLEAN
CANDIDATE

Brewer has coordinated with RGA in an attempt to maximize her political gain
from its promotion of her candidacy. The "standforjan" website uses Brewer's own
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campaign logo under the heading of the RGA. Additionally, Brewer uses her own
Facebook page to solicit donations via the "standforjan" website. Attached as Exhibit 5
is a copy of Brewer's Facebook wall listing a link to "standforjan" and asking for
donations. "Standforjan" is clearly aimed at raising money for Brewer's campaign, yet
she is encouraging supporters to give to the RGA in order to support her. The fact that
the "standforjan" website uses Brewer's own campaign logo and that Brewer sends her
Facebook supporters to that website to make donations indicates an express cooperation
between RGA and Brewer. Under A.R.S. § 16-901(14), such cooperation is not
permitted if a contribution or expenditure is going to qualify as an independent

expenditure. Because the website does not qualify as an independent expenditure, it
constitutes an in-kind contribution pursuant to A.R.S. § 16-917(C). Brewer is running as
a participating clean candidate, and as such, cannot accept in-kind contributions pursuant
to A.R.S. § 16-941(A)(1). In accepting the in-kind contribution from RGA, Brewer has
violated Arizona's rules for candidates running clean.

Based on the foregoing, I request that the Secretary of State and the Citizens Clean
Election Commission investigate promptly the above violations and sanction RGA, RGA
AZ, AZ GOP and Brewer appropriately, including requiring Brewer and the AZ GOP to
return ilegal contributions from RGA and/or RGA AZ.

Sincerely,~
Kirstin T. Eidenbach

KTE:smf

STATE OF ARIZONA )
)ss.

County of Maricopa )

Kirstin T. Eidenbach, being duly sworn, acknowledged the foregoing instrument
was true and correct to the best of her knowledge before me this 5th day of October,
2010.

~#r/~
Notary Public

LlI"FICIAL SEAL
STEPHANIE J. LAWSON
NOTARY PUBLIC. State of Arizona

MARICOPA COUNTY
My Comm. Expires March 4,2014


